2019 KHD DISTRICT 1 CONTEST WINNERS

JUNIOR GROUP EXHIBIT

3. April 1970 Protests in Lawrence, Kansas, Annie Shew, Hunter Cornell, Sophia Racy, Lawrence Southwest Middle School, Teacher: Danielle Lotton-Barker


1. Triumph and Tragedy of Alexander Hamilton, Audrey Condon, Maria Nguyen, St Ann Catholic School, Teacher: Natalie Dalpe

JUNIOR INDIVIDUAL EXHIBIT

3. Triumph and Tragedy: Alice Paul and the Women’s Suffrage Movement Elise Rathmel, Lawrence Billy Mills Middle School Teacher: Lori Byers

2. Minnie Evans: Triumph over Tragedy Emma Roman Nose, Bishop Seabury Academy Teacher: Sara Asher

1. Camp Lawrence Isabelle Pro, Bishop Seabury Academy Teacher: Sara Asher

SENIOR GROUP PERFORMANCE

1. Joyce Hansen: The Story of Burning London Isabelle Harvey, Riley Steinman, Baldwin High School Teacher: Donald Blanchat
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SENIOR INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE

3. Quindaro: The Rise and Fall of a Forgotten Town  
William Gaudreau, Bishop Seabury Academy  
Teacher: Sonja Czarnecki

2. The Effect of the Industrial Revolution on the European Feminist Movement  
Supta Das, Blue Valley West High School  
Teacher: Paul Stuewe

1. Reno: the Rise and Fall of a Tiny Kansas Town  
Marie Brockhoff, Bishop Seabury Academy  
Teacher: Sonja Czarnecki

SENIOR GROUP EXHIBIT

3. Diamonds and Blood Diamonds: Africa’s Savio and Oppressor  
Matthew Genchev, Tanyaa Guruschankar, Olathe Northwest HS  
Teacher: Brian Holthus

2. Pearl Harbor  
Elijah Eklund, Jordan Lavin, Ryan Claycamp, Lawrence High School  
Teacher: Valerie Schrag

1. The Birth of the Pill: The Themes of Triumph and Tragedy  
Anoosha Redd, Meriel Salisbury, Lawrence High School  
Teacher: Valerie Schrag
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SENIOR INDIVIDUAL EXHIBIT

3. The Greatest Engineering Accomplishment: The Transcontinental Railroad
   Melanie Meyer, Lawrence High School
   Teacher: Valerie Schrag

2. Bartolome De Las Casas About Slavery of Native Americans
   Olga Lesnik, Olathe West High School
   Teacher: Jordan Boyd

1. Destroyer of Worlds: Triumph and Tragedy of the Atomic Bomb
   Mary Vaughn, Bonner Springs High School
   Teacher: Spencer Davidson

JUNIOR GROUP WEBSITE

1. The Great Fire of London, 1666,
   Eli Dick, Hunter Graham, Tyler Davis, Baldwin Junior HS,
   Teacher; Cameron Schneider

JUNIOR INDIVIDUAL WEBSITE

3. Partisanship: The End of Progress and Change,
   Charlie Andrade, Lawrence Liberty Memorial Central Middle School,
   Teacher: Devin Heath

2. The Second Battle Of Ypres,
   Evan Ho, Bishop Seabury Academy,
   Teacher: Sara Asher

1. Post WWII Japan: The Rebirth of a Nation,
   Everett Webb, Lawrence Liberty Memorial Central Middle School,
   Teacher: Devin Heath
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SENIOR GROUP DOCUMENTARY

3. The Gunfight at the OK Corral
   Cameron Bohmann, Henry DeWitt, Keaton Hoy, Lawrence High School
   Teacher: Valerie Schrag

2. NWA Police Brutality
   Michael Zingg, Thomas Arling, William Essmyer, Saint Thomas Aquinas High School
   Teacher: Kathleen Mersman

1. Redefining Stonewall: Modern LGBT Activism
   Amelia Vasquez, Daniel Davidson, Mia Robinson, Lawrence High School
   Teacher: Valerie Schrag

SENIOR INDIVIDUAL DOCUMENTARY

3. World War II Prisoners of War
   Sara Roberts, Olathe Northwest High School
   Teacher: Katie Frank

2. “Huelga!”: The Delano Grape Strike
   Lizzette Borjas, Bishop Seabury Academy
   Teacher: Sonja Czarnecki

1. The Curta Calculator
   Arden Meade-Esvang, Saint Thomas Aquinas High School
   Teacher: Kathleen Mersman
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SENIOR HISTORICAL PAPER

3. Haskell University: Tragic History and Triumphant Transition
   Katie Eckert, Bishop Seabury Academy
   Teacher: Sonja Czarnecki

2. The Medical Advancement of World War I
   Charles Reynolds, Baldwin High School
   Teacher: Donald Blanchat

1. Vincent Van Gogh and Mental Illness: A Tragic Life, a Triumphant Legacy
   Kaelyn Wellman, Olathe Northwest High School
   Teacher: Brian Holthus

JUNIOR HISTORICAL PAPER

3. Stephen Hawking
   Spencer Timkar, Bishop Seabury Academy
   Teacher: Sara Asher

2. The Hindenburg Disaster: The Flames That Burned Out Travel by Airship
   Campbell Helling, Bishop Seabury Academy
   Teacher: Sara Asher

1. Bobby Fischer: The Triumphs and Tragedies of the American who Defeated the World
   Xiang Zhang, Bishop Seabury Academy
   Teacher: Sara Asher
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JUNIOR GROUP DOCUMENTARY

3. Triumph and Tragedy: The Bomb that Ended the World War II
   Calvin Dwyer, Carter Wilmarth, Miles Reed, Owen Dalton, Wellsville Middle School
   Teacher: Pam Davis

2. Triumph and Tragedy: The Smoke and Mirrors of the Treaty of Versailles
   Fadi Eliya, Francis Alexander, Nathan Peltier, St John Elementary School
   Teacher: Tammy Buckner

1. Triumph and Tragedy: The Nazi Art Lootings of WW II
   Andrew Lang, Henry Kelly, St John Elementary School
   Teacher: Tammy Buckner

JUNIOR INDIVIDUAL DOCUMENTARY

3. Campuses Ablaze With Protest
   Hayden Slough, Bishop Seabury Academy
   Teacher: Sara Asher

2. Hyatt Regency Hotel Skywalk Collapse
   Emma Hiss, St Ann Catholic School
   Teacher: Natalie Dalpe

1. The Triumphs and Tragedies of Amelia Earhart
   Mia Rasmussen, Bishop Seabury Academy
   Teacher: Sara Asher
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SENIOR GROUP WEBSITE

3. RMS Titanic
   Brooke Peterson, Madylin Woolfolk, Baldwin HS
   Teacher: Donald Blanchat

2. The Use of the Slave Trade in the Development of Bristol: One Choice, One Thousand Effects
   Nicholas Edwards, Pranav Peddi, Seth Wiesom, Thomas Edwards, Blue Valley West HS
   Teacher: Paul Stuewe

1. Quantrill’s Raid: the Destruction and Rebuilding of Lawrence, Kansas
   Samantha Turner, Trevor Arellano, Lawrence HS
   Teacher: Valarie Schrag

SENIOR INDIVIDUAL WEBSITE

3. The Marriage Bar: 20th Century Women in the Workforce
   Rachel Krambeer, Lawrence High School
   Teacher: Tracy Murray

2. The Gwangju Uprising: The Tragedy That Led to a Triumphant Democracy
   Darby Harris, Bishop Seabury Academy
   Teacher: Sonja Czarnecki

1. Formula 1 Motorsport: An Industry Plagued with Tragedies and Blossoming with Triumphs
   Brooke Spurlock, Bishop Seabury Academy
   Teacher: Sonja Czarnecki